Noninvasive monitoring of cerebrovascular autoregulation response to resistance exercises.
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE. A novel noninvasive monitor is presented by demonstrating its capabilities to perform the real-time estimation of dynamics in cerebrovascular autoregulation in athletes during their training. The aim was to explore the characteristics of human cerebrovascular autoregulation by performing the monitoring of cerebrovascular autoregulation responses to resistance exercises in healthy volunteer athletes. MATERIAL AND METHODS. Cerebrovascular autoregulation status was monitored in 20 amateur and 20 elite male athletes (weightlifters and bodybuilders) in the supine position at rest during and after the resistance exercises by using a novel noninvasive monitor "Vittamed." Blood pressure and heart rate were also measured noninvasively. During the exercises, the athletes lifted 50 kg and 80% of 1RM (repetition maximum) weights in a dynamic and static manner in separate tests. RESULTS. The cerebrovascular autoregulation reactivity index showed a temporal improvement in the cerebrovascular autoregulation status for almost all sportsmen after the exercises. No disturbances of cerebrovascular autoregulation response occurred in the weightlifters and amateur athletes after the static and dynamic exercises. However, an unstable status of cerebrovascular autoregulation was observed for the elite bodybuilders during the interval of 400 to 600 s after the exercises. CONCLUSIONS. The data of this study demonstrated significant differences in cerebrovascular autoregulation response to the resistance exercises between the elite bodybuilders and other subjects (amateurs and weightlifters) - a temporarily unstable status of cerebrovascular autoregulation was observed in the group of elite bodybuilders. This study also demonstrated the applicability of the noninvasive device for exploring the physiology of cerebrovascular autoregulation mechanism in elite athletes and healthy volunteers.